
Court Orders Jackson to Issue Final Air Permit, Likely Bypassing EAB  

  

A federal judge has ruled that EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson must issue a final air permit for 

the proposed Avenal natural gas power plant in California.  It is a precedent-setting ruling that 

may force EPA to bypass its Environmental Appeals Board (EAB), which generally hears 

appeals of air permits before federal court challenges are brought. 

The May 26 ruling upends plans for air chief Gina McCarthy to issue the permit May 27 in an 

action that was aimed at preserving EAB’s continued review role.  The ruling will most likely be 

appealed by EPA. 

 U.S. District Court Judge Richard Leon in an in Avenal Power Center LLC v. EPA granted the 

company’s request to order Jackson to issue the permit constituting a final action only appealable 

in court.  Judge Leon noted that the EPA flagrantly violated a Clean Air Act mandate that it grant 

or deny permits within 12 months of receiving a completed application. 

Avenal, which is proposing to build a 640-megawatt natural-gas fired plant, has been waiting for 

a final permit since 2008. EPA took the unusual step of offering to grandfather the plant from 

greenhouse gas and nitrogen oxide limits that have taken effect over the last year and were 

holding up the permit... 

EPA was also going to have air Chief Gina McCarthy rather than the Region IX administrator, as 

is typical issue the permit by May 27 because of the grandfathering, but Avenal continued to 

litigate the case because it wanted a final permit that could not be appealed to EAB, consistent 

with Clean Air Act mandates. The company was reportedly concerned that EAB review would 

add even more time to the permit process and be subject to further challenges because EPA 

permits that are appealed to EAB are not considered final.  EPA argued against the industry 

approach because it said its rules require EAB review as part of mandates that plaintiffs exhaust 

all administrative remedies before going to court.  Judge Leon strongly rejected EPA’s 

arguments, charging that EPA could not expect its rules to trump congressional mandates.  

However, EPA is being allowed an additional 90 days until Aug. 27 time that could be used to 

preserve EAB’s role internally, prior to the final permit being issued.   


